the
process
The creation of an image can
be like trying to put together
a puzzle without anything
to guide you. The process
of inspiration comes from the
mind and the heart.
Text And Photography By David Julian

CLICK.

We take a picture. Light is captured, and our
mind moves forward to respond to the next subtle cue.
We feel energized as we explore an artistic impulse or
record a moment in our life. Whether we shoot outdoors or in our studio, commercially or for personal
pleasure, photography can fulfill a part of us that nothing else can. By learning to be open and aware of our
thoughts and sensitivities, our work becomes infused
with our own personalities and unique vision.
With this in mind as I begin each project, I’m better
able to add individuality to my work. My career is balanced between landscape and documentary photography, conceptual photographic illustration and leading
creative workshops in the U.S. and Mexico. Though it
can be a juggling act at times, I enjoy the challenges and
opportunities of pursuing different art forms because of
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collection of postcards, phrases, fortunes, magazine clippings, photographs and memorabilia that I keep
within my visual reach to stimulate my
imagination. The walls and shelves display my favorite collected objects,
many of which find their way into my
dreams, my montages or dimensional
assemblages. Journaling helps me
download my thoughts and verbalize

My fascination with science and

Sometimes the most important part of the creative process is throwing out the process. Make
mistakes. Play. Remove the limitations that you place on your own creativity. David Julian isn’t
bound by any particular technique, medium or subject; his work is a constant process of discovery.

the diversity of my background and the
way the related disciplines inform each
other. My fascination with science and
surrealistic art influences my work, as
does my interest in the psychology of
the creative process. Traveling or wandering with a camera gets me out into
the world, where I can react to instinct
and my senses, whereas working in the
studio allows deep focus and experimentation with different processes. I
stay very open to sudden opportunities
that take me beyond my expectations
because that’s where I can push myself
in new directions.
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Inspiration And Personal Process
Whether your goal is to make accurate unaltered images or delve deeply
into the imagination, we all need fresh
and continual inspiration to trigger
new ideas and to keep them flowing. I
become inspired through the usual
sources of arts and culture, but I also
refresh my synapses with long paddles
in my sea kayak or working on
home-improvement projects. I keep a
notepad or voice recorder handy during the times when useful ideas appear
that I dare not lose. In my studio, I have
a bulletin board for an ever-changing

my intentions. Though I resisted doing
it for years, it has become an important
part of my process.
Another wonderful source of inspiration that I purposefully added to my
life was the monthly meeting of a
selected group of artists that I named
Cranial Crowbar, as a humorous nod
to the notion of literally opening the
mind. Crowbar is an informal gathering whose purpose is to create community, share ideas, inspirations and
our works in progress, and to freely
associate on stimulating topics and
collectively critique the assignments
that we choose every other month.
Forming a group can be the antidote
to isolation and give those with a
demanding home or work life a place
to focus on their own interests and creative goals. One of the things that
comes from interacting with other
artists is a sharing of not just what
exists in our work, but how we got
there. It’s fascinating to see how differently people use their minds to fulfill an assignment.

surrealistic art influences my work, as does my interest in the psychology of the creative process.
my brainstorming process and allows
me to include important elements into
my graphic concept. I also make loose
“thumbnail” drawings to help me
record my thoughts before they vanish
from a distractible mind. It’s essential
not to edit or critique your direction

during this exercise, as the magic often
happens by flowing with the natural
free association of ideas. As a subtle
cue from the periphery of your vision
can often tell you where to aim a camera, remaining aware and tuned into
your impulses and senses is crucial to

the creative process no matter what
type of work you do.
In my photographic work, I use a
few different approaches. In one
method, I previsualize my images using
words and thumbnails, and then with
my shot list, set out to make the photo-

Tuning In
The reason I’m chosen for an
assignment is usually a combination of
my artistic style and what I bring to
the table as a creative problem-solver.
When I’m contacted by a client to create a conceptual photo-illustration, I
always begin with notes and a few
doodles that I make during the initial
phone call. Once I read the story I
have to illustrate, I jot down words
and phrases of ideas. This launches
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THE CREATIVE PROCESS
graphs happen closely to my concepts.
Careful daily editing keeps the flow of
my visual story on track and informs
me of what I may have overlooked.
Another approach I use is to form nothing more than personal intent and then
be as fully mindful as I can, letting my
senses direct my moves and reactions to
my surroundings. This worked very
well for me when I made a documentary body of work about personal loss
after Hurricane Katrina. There was no
way to preconceive such a landscape, no
matter how much media you saw prior
to standing amongst the vast wreckage.
It was very emotional and I worked to
respond to that.
A third way that I often work, especially to begin a complex image montage, is to collect together images that
just feel right together and begin to
brainstorm with them on tracing paper
or directly in Photoshop. I often place
several images onto layers in a blank
Photoshop document, then lower the
opacities to make it appear as if I’m
working on layers of tracing paper as I
did for many years prior to my access to
the computer. I’m then free to scale and
manipulate the layers until something
interesting happens. I save versions
along the way and keep them open or
print them out in case I need to quickly
refer to them as I work. I then refine the
image, using skills and workflows that
help me get the effects I envision.
I’m entirely self-taught in photography and Photoshop, which is a long,
slow road of learning. When I began
working digitally in the late ’80s, there
were few options within my reach, but
I was a stubborn tinkerer who liked
chipping away at the learning curve as
the assignments came in. Now, I recommend anyone who wants to master
Photoshop to subscribe to leading publications, pursue on-screen learning
and take courses, especially workshops
where you can fully interact with other
creative participants and talented
instructors. There, you can get back
that excitement and momentum that
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you need, have a chance to experiment
in a connective and immersive environment, and grow through instruction and helpful feedback.

Discovery
It’s said that without mistakes, learning can’t occur. The magical thing
about Photoshop is that as you learn it,
your unintentional “mistakes” often
lead to visual discoveries that are well
worth repeating. We’ve all become lost
while wandering in an unfamiliar
place, and sometimes that’s where the
discovery happens if you let it. Allow
for this divergence from your planning,
and your accidents in Photoshop may
lead you into a world of opportunity.
Play in the digital sandbox! I spend
plenty of time experimenting with the

patience and determination that I
learned in the sciences. I’m far more
comfortable sitting in my dimmed studio workspace surrounded by some of
my favorite things than I ever was in the
darkroom. Now that I have some mastery of the tools needed to achieve the
effects I like, I can work quickly so that
the flow of creative juices isn’t slowed
by the tools themselves. To preserve the
original images I import while I experiment, I never alter an image layer, preferring to work on copies of it. I name

the layers during brief breaks as I work
and also keep them grouped for both
organization purposes, as well as for
the ability to change opacity and add
Adjustment Layers to entire groups of
layers at once.
I view hundreds of digital artworks
over the year, and the diversity is
astounding—proof that the tools are
just tools, and the artistic minds generate the originality present in the work.
With aesthetics and originality as a goal,
I prefer not to use most of the “artistic”
manipulation filters within Photoshop
because the use of them usually calls
attention to itself and often dominates
the work. That said, I’ve seen wonderful artworks where filters were used
brilliantly, and some filters are downright indispensable for special effects. If

I use them, it’s usually in combination,
and I keep the unfiltered layer copies in
a layer group, turned off and set apart in
case I need to revisit them later.

Essentials And Options
When I began working in Photoshop, I felt awkward using the painting,
retouching and selection tools with the
computer mouse. I missed the tactile
feedback I was used to from the drawing surface, which was a crucial part of
my artistic connection from which ideas

flowed. Purchasing a Wacom tablet
restored the sensitivity of touch and a
natural gesture to my work that may not
be evident to the viewer, but is essential
to my enjoyment of working digitally.
I recommend everyone who uses
Photoshop as anything more than an
adjustment tool to try a Wacom tablet.
It’s that good, once you take a few
moments to ‘tune’ it to your touch using
the included software and take time to
get used to working again with a pen.
Another helpful extension of my
working environment is a second
monitor, where all of the Photoshop
palettes are nested, so that my main
screen is free of distracting clutter. I
can then use the “F” key to cycle
through the viewing modes of gray or
black backgrounds, and step away
from the screen to stretch a bit and
view my work in progress from a
more objective distance.
I often invent new workflows or
effects to see how they work with specific images. I love historical images and
the look of some alternative processes
born in the ‘wet’ darkroom, so I’ve
created workflows that reference my
favorite processes. Rather than an automatic action, script or filter, my process
is very interactive, allowing for precise
control and variation. After many
requests and hours spent working out
the details, I now teach workshops
where we investigate several digital
alternative processes as well as effects
that reference the look of pinhole and
Holga cameras, Lensbaby and other
interesting photographic image effects.
There are so many ways of working
in digital photography that it seems
daunting at first. It’s all at once a lush
landscape of artistic freedom and opportunity, yet also a tangle of technology
and learning curves. It’s easy to become
overwhelmed with all the choices, so it’s
always good to identify what you want
to accomplish and take small manageDPP
able steps in that direction.
To view more of David Julian’s images
and see where he’s teaching, visit his
Website at www.davidjulian.com.
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